
Dismantling completed

Last year the team continued to strip the
frame of components, including the removal
of both wheelsets. All four axleboxes were
found to be seized in the horn guides and
had to be freed using steel wedges between
the boxes and the frame cut-outs, to a point
where a small hydraulic jack could be used.

It was confirmed that both wheelsets are
from The Scot (Hudswell Clarke No. 776,
1906), sister loco to Lord Granby at Eastwell.
Both axles are stamped, ‘Cammell 25 6 1906’
‘Siemens Steel C29’ as well as being stamped
776 on the ends. An entry was found in the
quarry diary recording that the wheelsets
from The Scot had been taken to the quarry’s
engineering shop at Stathern in February
1958, after the loco was scrapped in
December the previous year. It is likely that
the tyres were replaced at this time, before
fitting the wheelsets to Lord Granby.

As expected the tyres are still in good
condition, except for the ground contact area
where the loco has not been moved for many
years. When the axleboxes were removed all
four axle journals were found to be corroded
due to water ingress during the many years
after the loco left Eastwell.
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The rear wheelset during removal from the
frame. Note the four eccentrics inboard of
the axleboxes.

Corrosion damage to one of the rear axle
journals, which will require remachining.



Both wheelsets have now been despatched to
CMS Cepcor Precision Services to have the
tyres re-profiled to remove the flats, and the
journals cleaned up. The axle box brasses will
subsequently need work to fit them to the
reduced diameter of the re-machined
journals.

Previous livery colours revealed.

Most of the paintwork on the locomotive has
been lost over the years as surface rust has
taken hold. It is known that the final livery at
Eastwell Quarries was unlined mid-green with
red rods. However, the team discovered an
area which had been protected from the
elements by the left rear wheel. This revealed
that the frame was previously, and probably
originally, finished in maroon. There are
patches of bright red to the inside of the
frame suggesting this as the original colour
here (this colour enables any cracks in the
frame to be seen more easily).

It is likely that Lord Granby received the mid-
green livery during a major rebuild over the
winter of 1947/’48. A local villager
remembers that Lord Granby was previously
finished in dark green, lined in black and
gold. This is supported by the photograph
which follows, which we have dated between
1936 and 1945, showing a lined livery.

Blast Off!

The frame has now undergone initial cleaning
and the cylinders and steam passages have
been covered in preparation for sand blasting
and painting.

We are greatful for the support of Pro
Blasting Supplies of Spalding who sponsored
the project with supply of sand blasting
equipment and materials. This will make the
work of cleaning of the frame and other large
components easier and more effective. We
had intended to start this work towards the
end of last year, but were beaten by the
weather. Now warmer drier weather is here
we can make progress on the frame.

The project has also blasted off in another
way, as Eastwell History Group has now
become a Registered Charity. This opens up
many more funding opportunities, and work
is starting to identify possible grant providers
and prepare bids.

Cylinders and steam passages protected in
preparation for sand blasting the frame.

Surviving paint on the frame. The most recent
mid-green at the top overlays the original
maroon finish.

John Robinson (left) and Dick Bilby with Lord
Granby prior to the 1947 rebuild – note the
original chimney and smokebox door which
were changed during the rebuild.

Photo courtesy of Eaton History Group



The Boiler Inspector called

Our last newsletter reported that work had
started on preparing the boiler for a
professional inspection.

Removing the tubes turned out to be more
difficult than usual, as the quarry engineers
had welded them into the firebox. We had to
resort to gas cutting the tubes at this point
and withdrawing them from the front of the
boiler. Even this was made difficult due to the
build-up of scale on the outside of the tubes.
The scale on each of the 62 tubes had to be
broken off to allow them to pass through the
front tubeplate.

All remaining boiler fittings were removed
and the external surfaces cleaned for
inspection. During work on the boiler barrel a
steelmakers’ mark was found for ‘Dalzell
Steel’. This was a brand used on boiler steel
by David Colville & Sons Ltd., founded in

Dalzell boiler steel brand mark found on the boiler; also picked out in white for clarity.

Edward Potts gas cutting the welded tube
ends inside the firebox.

Boiler rotated to allow access to the firebox.



1871. By 1900, they were the largest
employers in Motherwell, producing steel for
boiler and ship construction among other
things. The Dalzell plant survives, and was
until recently part of Tata Steel.

In November, Jonathan Wheeler conducted
an inspection of the boiler and associated
components subject to steam pressure. His
view was that it would be possible to rebuild
the boiler to steaming condition, and that
this would be less costly than producing a
completely new boiler.

Rebuilding the boiler to steam would
principally involve replacement of the inner
firebox, areas of the firebox wrapper below
the running plate line, rectification of minor
pitting with welding and replacement of the
lower section, or complete replacement of
the front tube plate.

The area on top of the cylinder castings and
location bolts where they are exposed to the
smokebox are heavily corroded, and cracked
in one place. This would require removal
from the frame for specialist cast-iron
welding repair.

The team have therefore had to take the
decision not to restore Lord Granby to steam
due to the unforeseen cost and work of
rectifying (or replacing) the cylinder castings,
as well as rebuilding the boiler. In addition, it
was felt that creating the infrastructure to
support running Lord Granby in steam is
beyond the scope of the project.

The team intends to restore the running gear
to a condition which will enable the
locomotive to move. This approach will not
prejudice any future decision to return the
locomotive to steam.

The group is exploring possible sites for the
Heritage Centre, other than Eastwell Village
Hall, which will allow Lord Granby to be
moved outside during events, and make it
possible to view the loco from a distance for
photographs, etc. The ideal site would need
good access to enable temporary loan of the
locomotive to other museums, or off-site
display if required in the future.

Workshop improvements

Many thanks to team member Allan Shaw,
who spent many hours over the winter
period, installing new lighting and painting
the inside of the workshop.

Thank you also to Mike Shearstone and Colin
Darby for funding and sourcing new
windows for the workshop. Allan Shaw, Bob
Bursnall, Jim Reed and Barry Knapp also
worked on installing the windows.

The next stage

The aim for 2016 is to get the frame back on
it’s wheels, complete with valve gear, rods,
etc., preparing the way for re-installing the
boiler next year.

Progress can of course be affected by many
factors – not least funding.

Boiler Inspector Jonathan Wheeler with
members of the restoration team.

The group walking the old GNR Eaton Branch
trackbed towards the site of Eastwell
Quarry’s exchange siding. This was part of a
quarry line walk organised by Bob Bursnall.




